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Q.

No

Sub

Qns

Answer Key/ Value points Score Total

score

1 Garbage In Garbage Out 1 1

2 Internal documentation(documentation is also considered) 1 1

3 a)2nd Year, d) break b) main is also to be considered 1 1

4 Repeater/Amplifier 1 1

5 Uniform Resource Locator 1 1

6 Tim Berners Lee 1 1

7 a)(2773)10

b)(2F2)16

1

1 2

8 Any two relevant points 2 Marks

RAM ROM

1.It is faster than ROM 1.It is a slower memory

2.It allows reading and

writing

2.Usually allows reading

only

3.It is volatile i e its

contents are Lost when the

device is powered off

3.It is not volatile i e its

contents are retained even

when the device is powered

off

2 2

9 Any two relevant Points 2 marks

 Operating system acts as an interface between the

user and Computer Hardware

 O.S Controls and Co-ordinates the operations of a

computer
2 2
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 It is the first program loaded to memory and resides

in the memory till the system is shut down.

 O.S manages all the H/W and other S/W on a

computer

10 Problem identification

Preparing algorithms and

Flow-charts

Coding the Program Debugging

Translation

Execution and testing

Documentation

½*4 2

11 Errors in Programming

Two types of errors that occur in a program-Syntax errors

and Logical errors

1.syntax errors-result when the rules or syntax of the

programming language are not followed can be detected

during translation /compilation. Program will not work until

it is corrected.

2.Logical errors-due to improper planning of the program’s

logic.

Cannot be detected during

translation/compilation.Program will work without giving a

proper /expected result.

Name only ½ score each . Explanation of any 1 score

Runtime error also considerd-1 score

2 2

12 Double ,float , int, char-2 score

Any two Correct Successive answer -1 score

Any three Correct Successive answer-1.5

2 2

13 Every C++ Program consists of a function named main().The

execution of a C++ Program starts at main() and ends within

main().If we use any other function in the program , it is

called from main(). OR Any one relevant point- 2 score 2 2
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14 Hello

Welcome C++. ( 2 Score) OR

Hello/Welcome to C++. /Hello Welcome to C++ (1 Score)

2 2

15 If (n1 > n2 )

big = n1;

else

big = n2;

OR Partially Correct Code (1Score)

2 2

16 a. Evaluates Conditions with equality operator only.

b. Case constant must be an integer or a character.

c. Break statement is required for exit from the Switch

statement.

(Any two points give 2 marks)

OR

(Any two comparisons b/w Switch and if-elseif-else ladder

give 2 marks)

OR

(Correct syntax or Example for each give 2 marks)

1

each
2

17 Dial-Up Connection Wired Broadband

Connection

1.Slow Connection 1.High speed Connection

2.Requires dialing to connect

ISP

2.Always on Connection

3.Uses telephone line

exclusively

3.Simeltaneous use of

voice and internet

4.Uses dial-up Modem 4.Uses Broadband Modem

(Any two comparisons give 2 marks)

2 2

18 a. Leads to automation of govt .Services.

b .Strengthens the democracy.
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c. More transparency in the functioning.

d. Makes every Govt. Department responsible.

e. Saves unnecessary visits of the public to the offices.

f. Saves time and cost. (Any 4 Points give 2 marks) OR

(Any 2 Points with explanation also give 2 marks)

2 2

19 Thermal Printer

Thermal printing produces a printed image by selectively

heating heat-sensitive thermal paper when it passes over the

thermal print head. The coating turns black in the areas where

it is heated, producing an image.

1

2 3

20 a) Reuse: It refers to second-hand use or usage after the

equipment has been upgraded or modified.

b) Recycling of e-Waste: Recycling is the process of making

or manufacturing new products from a product that has

originally served its purpose.

c) Land filling: It is one of the most widely used, but not

recommended methods for disposal of e-Waste.
3 3

21 a)definition of token-Tokens are the fundamental building

blocks of the program(Lexical units).

There are 5 types of tokens in C++ . Name of any 4 tokens

1

2 3

22 AND (&&):( Result will be true only if both the combined

expressions have true value)

OR (||):Result will be true only if any of the combined

expressions have true value

NOT (!): To get the negation of the given expression

1

1

1 3

23 I) 3

II) 2

III)18

IV) 0 OR False

½*6

=3 3
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v) 1 OR True

vi) 1 OR True

24 (a)

(b)

Type modifiers are given in the variable declaration to alter

the size , range and precision of the variable.

Important type modifiers are signed , unsigned, long and

short

Name of type modifier give 1/2 mark each

1

2 3

25 Implicit type conversion(Type Promotion)

It is done by C++ compiler internally. In expression where

different types of operands involved, C++ convert the lower

sized operand to higher sized operand . So it is known as

type promotion. Eg. int a,c; float b; a=2; b=5.2; c=a+b; Here c

is promoted to float and result will be 7.2.

Explicit Conversion ( Type casting)

Here the programmer explicitly cast a data to the desired

type. Usually it is done in variables in expressions.

Definition only -1 mark Example only -1/2 mark Explanation

with eg

1.5 Mark

3

26 Point out 3 errors. Or Corrected program.

For each error -1 mark

1. No space between name and space.

2. Variables a and b are not declared.

3. cin>>a and b; OR cin>>a>>b;

3

27 Correct syntax of for loop and while loop-2 score

Any one difference or comparison-1 score

Both loops are entry controlled,In a for loop Initialisation is

along with loop definition but in a while loop Initialisation is

before loop definition.both loops has No guarantee to

execute the loop body at least once)

2

1

3
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28 A hub is a device used in a wired network to connect

computers /devices of the same network. OR Correct

Explanation

A switch is an intelligent device that connects several

computers to form a network.It is a higher Performance

alternative to a hub. OR Correct Explanation

A bridge is a device used to Segmentise a network.An

existing network can be split into different Segments and can

be inter connected using a bridge.

(Correct Explanations, diagrams are also considered)

1

1

1 3

29 Hacking: Unauthorized access to system is known as

hacking. Computer experts performing hacking to reveal

weakness in computer and network is known as white hat

hackers and such hacking is known as ethical hacking.

Computer criminals break into secure networks to destroy

data , illegal use of data for profit, or making network

unusable are known as black hat hackers.

Phishing: It is an attempt to get information such as

username, password, credit card details by posing as original

website like bank etc. Phishing website have home page

similar to original site. The act of creating such misleading

site is known as spoofing. It is mostly using for financial

crimes Any three relevant points.

3

30

 Better Decision-Making. ICT systems allow your

business to store, process, analyze and share

vast amounts of data.

 Increased Manufacturing Productivity. By

automating business processes and giving

employees ICT tools, your business can improve.

 Improved Customer Service. Quality of customer

service is an important differentiator for

businesses. Your company can...

 Greater and Virtual Collaboration. Communication

networks enable your project teams to

collaborate...

Any three relevant points

3
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31 (a)

(b)

Signed Magnitude method: Here one additional bit (0 in case

of positive and 1 in case of negative number is added to the

left of the integer representation .

eg. I). +110010102- 0110010102 ii). -10111012- 110111012

1’s Complement method: 1’s complement is used to

represent negative binary number. It is obtained by replacing

the binary digits with it’s complement (0 by 1 and 1 by 0). Eg.

1’s complement of 11011012 is 00100102

2’s complement Method: It is also for represent negative

binary number. We can get 2’s complement by adding 1 to the

1’s complement of the number. Eg. 1’s complement of

11011012 is 0010010 + 1 00100112

ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange

is a 7 bit code. It can epresent 27 ie. 128 characters.

UNICODE: It is a 16 bit or 32 bit code which can represent

232 characters. It is used torepresent all the characters used

in the written languages in the world.

1

1

1

2 5

32 (a)

(b)

Correct flowchart

Partially Correct flowchart -2 score

Any two benefits of flowchart a) Better communication

b)Effective analysis c) Effective synthesis d) Efficient Coding

3

2

5

(a) The way or style of arrangement in which the nodes are 1
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33

(b)

(C)

physically interconnected to form a network is called a

Topology

OR Valid Explanation.

Name of any four topologies (BUS,STAR,RING,MESH)

Correct explanation ,definition or diagram of any one

Topology

2

2 5
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